4 Hours

CREATIVITY AT WORK
A lack of creativity is bad for business and business, as we know it, is bad. This is
because only 1-in-4 people believe they are living up to their creative potential at
work and yet, top executives agree that creativity is the number one leadership
competency of the successful enterprise of the future.
For the creativity required to manage complexity in a world with diverging views,
who better to turn to for guidance than the artist, historically known to be a
problem solver, conversation starter and a catalyst for change?
This workshop is designed to lead participants through a journey of personal
discovery and creative transformation applied to a work problem with the tools
and methods to work like an artist, all the time.

WHAT WE’LL COVER
Where Creativity Comes From
+ Discovering creativity’s core
+ Reactivating latent creativity
How to Develop a Creative Mindset
+ Understanding the role of constraints
+ Working visually, out loud and iteratively
How to Work Creatively All the Time
+ Habit formation techniques
+ Getting ideas out into the world, with support

WHAT YOU’ll GET
+ Reactivated creative mindset
+ Tools to encourage and sustain creativity at each of
the three phases
+ Foundations for creative thinking
+ Framework to innovate continuously, iteratively
+ Creativity as a habit

Workshop Outline
Part 1
Suspension of Reality
A roleplaying experience designed to suspend current work realities of participants in favour
of creative, childlike realities where everything’s fun and nothing’s impossible.
+
+

Identify a workplace scenario to reenact
Suspend reality, apply a child’s lens to the situation

+

Imagine the world of possibilities in the scenario

The Importance of ‘White Spacing’
A research experience designed to expose participants to the automatic free flow of new
connections that occur when the mind is allowed to wander.
+
+
+

Assess your work, place of work and colleagues from the perspective of someone who
has a bit of time to kill and is just passing through
What’s wrong with it? What’s right with it? What are the unexpected connections that
occur?
How can you turn this ‘white spacing’ into something spectacular?

The Realm of Surprise
An exercise designed to shake up norms that gives permission to try new, strange ideas to
reveal more, hidden routes of execution.
+

Try different, odd approaches and combinations to a work problem

Workshop Outline
Part 2
Thinking Out Loud
A method to equip participants with practical, visual skills for creatively prototyping and
communicating their ideas in an iterative, non-precious way.
+
+
+

Further visualise the work problem in a three-dimensional space
Knowing the rules (The Principles of Creativity, to be shared digitally prior-session),
what could change about it?
The creation of three iterations of the same prototype to show an evolution of creative
problem solving at work

Workshop Outline
Part 3
Developing Creative Confidence
A 21-day measured experiment in creative habit formation applied to a work problem.
+
+
+
+

Using the identified work problem and its associated prototype, construct an experiment to
conduct at work, every day, over 21 days
What’s the smallest, most impactful thing that could be done every day to increase your
creative confidence in solving this problem?
Measure the outputs and outcomes every day
Report back at 21 days with the conditions per individual for creative success

Gathering for Action
An experience designed to expose participants to the purpose, emotion and construction of
community behind an idea that truly gathers support.
+

Using the work problem and the colleagues who share that work’s purpose, stage a rally
for organisation-wide support for change

